Dhaka: Pro-AQIS Facebook Page Urges 'Black' Americans To Take Up Arms Against US Government

SOURCE: Facebook in English 11 Jul 16 (U//FOUO)

TEXT:

Post by Pro-AQIS Facebook, 'Salauddiner Ghora' (484 likes), that claims to be based in Bangladesh.

INTERNET OSC SUMMARY
(U) This product may contain copyrighted material; authorized use is for national security purposes of the United States Government only. Any reproduction, dissemination, or use is subject to the OSE usage policy and the original copyright. The Pro-AQIS [Al-Qaeda in Indian Subcontinent] Facebook page 'Salauddiner Ghora' [horses of Salauddin] (484 likes), that claims to be based in Bangladesh, on 11 July posted the following four statement in Bengali and English-language with accompanying pictures appealing the "Black" Americans to take up arms and start killing the allegedly "corrupt" government officials in the United States. The page urges black Americans to start armed war against the US government. In one of the posts, the page also suggests sending two black Al-Shabaab militants to US to attack the police to incite more violence. The following are the translation of the vernacular statements from the page.
1. "Picture of Black Americans' agitation. The Black Americans should go in for armed war against the corrupt US Government to realize their demands."

2. "O Black of #USA, follow [name of US national deleted] as an example, take Arms & start killing the corrupt Govt. Officers & Police. #BlackLivesMatter #DallasShooter #DallasShooting #BlackRight #Kill_American_Police"

3. "Like the Dallas attackers in US, we appeal to the other negro Americans to jump into the agitation to realize their rights. Pick up arms, like this attacker, against the terrorist US Armed Forces. Fight for your rights. It may be mentioned that the attacker in this picture alone killed five US policemen on the day of Eid. #DallasShooting #BlackLivesMatter #WeSupportDallasShooter"

4. "American Negros have continued their agitation till now. If two negro brothers of Al-Shabaab could be sent amid this to start attack on police, then fight between the two groups could have been started. #Want_Civil_War_in_America #BlackLivesMatter"
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